
Directions for Use 

Thank you for purchasing the gear grappler! I am very excited about this product as I know you will be too! The 

gear grappler solves many of the problems that hunting throws your way, and all in a compact light design that 

fits neatly into your pocket or pack. Directions for various uses follow but be creative; the more I use mine the 

more uses I discover. 

1. Begin by  unwinding the included rope. Each end has been burnt to prevent rope ends from fraying. Tie one 

rope end to included carabiner at the small end; use a knot that you feel comfortable with not slipping—I use a 

bowline knot a figure 8 knot would also be great. Tie the opposite end of rope to the gear grappler by inserting 

rope through the hole in the tip. If you have trouble getting the burnt end to go through the hole, either take an 

object to push it on through with or, if this doesn’t work, simply cut melted tip off and insert through the tip. Tie 

knot and melt the end to prevent fraying. 

2. The gear grappler comes complete with a rope that doubles as a bow-gun hoist rope. This rope is 30 feet in 

length. The gear grappler provides a handy way of storing and deploying the rope tangle free and hassle free. To 

wind the rope, simply hold the gear grappler in one hand and begin winding the rope with the other hand; the 

winding should take place inside of the concave edges of main body and should be wound tightly. Once done 

winding rope, secure the end with the clip by passing end under last wind of rope and pull tightly; this action will 

hold rope securely in place, preventing unwanted unwinding . Then clip the carabiner to the top portion of rope 

where it is attached to gear grappler.  The gear grappler is now ready to be stowed away until the next use. 

3. To deploy to gun-bow hoist rope, unclip the carabiner from the top and take it under the rope securing the 

wind. Clip the carabiner onto your weapon and then either throw the unit underhanded while holding rope with 

other hand, or simply lay the gear grappler on the ground and pull the rope until it is flaked off as you want it. 

Place the now unwound gear grappler in your pocket and up the tree you go. 

4. The gear grappler can also be used to retrieve dropped or left behind items. To retrieve items retrievable by a 

grappling hook such as a coat, hat, backpack, bow, etc., grab the grappling hooks one at a time and place them 

into the desired position.  Then lower the gear grappler to the item to be retrieved and use common sense as to 

where to place the hook to retrieve the item; for instance, with a backpack you would want to hook onto any of 

the straps and a hat would be hooked onto the back strap or the inner part where your head goes. Once item is 

hooked, pull it back up to yourself slowly and steadily to prevent item from falling again. I use mine to retrieve 

my fanny pack very regularly; this prevents me from climbing the tree with the added weight and mass. My best 

advice is experiment from the ground retrieving the items that you hunt with so you will get a feel for the gear 

grappler and the best ways of using it to retrieve your items when the need arises.  

5. The gear grappler comes complete with powerful magnets embedded into it—one on each flat side of main 

body and one in the bottom of the black plug at the bottom of unit. Some items such as arrows, knives, and 

releases are not retrievable by the grappling hooks but are retrievable by magnets. To retrieve a magnetically 

retrievable item, lower the gear grappler to allow a magnet to make direct contact with item to be retrieved; you 

will see it take a hold when it does pull item slowly and steadily back up to yourself. As a side note, magnets have 

been known to damage electrical devices. DO NOT GET MAGNETS CLOSE TO ELECTRICAL DEVICES SUCH AS CELL 

PHONES! 

6. The gear grappler can also be used to retrieve items horizontally. The tapered upper portion of gear grappler’s 

body allows it to slide over item to be retrieved, placing the grapples or side magnets in the optimum position to 



retrieve item. An example of a horizontal retrieval could be that big old buck that expired twenty feet out in a 

stream. 

7. Tree limbs in a hunter’s line of sight and just out of reach can be removed using this product. Rotate the 

grapples so that they are at a 90-degree angle to the flat sides of unit, then throw the gear grappler over and 

beyond limb, and slowly pull the rope back to yourself until you see the grapple contact the limb.  Continue 

pulling until you can reach limb with your hand.  The limb can then be broken off or sawed and you can now 

confidently take the shot when bucky comes by!  

8. The gear grappler can also be used as a bow holder or accessory holder when in stand. Working with the end 

of the gear grappler, tie a clove hitch or any knot-wrap of your choice that you feel comfortable with either 

around the tree or the seat of your stand or your safety bar—whatever is comfortable for you—allowing the gear 

grappler to hang securely. Rotate the hooks to desired position and hang your items from it. I hang my bow some 

days by the top idler wheel of the safety bar and other days I hang coats, hats, grunt call, rangefinders, etc., from 

mine. I find this feature very handy; it allows you to clear up space on your stand and place items wherever you 

want them to be readily available for when you need them.  

9. The gear grappler comes complete with a dry storage compartment with strike anywhere matches and cotton. 

The strike anywhere matches work when struck from various surfaces with some texture; I have found smooth 

bark trees work well. The cotton is in place to be used as a wind indicator; simply pull out the bottom plug and rip 

off a small piece of cotton, let it fly, and see just how the wind is going to affect your hunt. I place the plug 

magnet down onto one of the grapples when I am using the windicator. The cotton can also be used as a tender 

for the strike anywhere matches. When inserting the plug back into the compartment be sure to give it a good 

hard push and twist to secure it snuggly.  

Simpson Outdoors LLC is currently not offering a warranty with this product. Over time of heavy use some of 

the grappling hooks may begin to slip a bit , if you notice this hook creep, hammer or knock the hook back in until 

the tip touches bottom of unit. The rotation of grapples may require removal of rubber plug so you can get a 

better grip on the rotatable grapples. Grapple rotation stiffness should get a bit looser over time making it easier 

to deploy grappling hooks. Thanks again for purchasing this product from Simpson Outdoors LLC. Don’t forget to 

tell your hunting buddies about the gear grappler and tell them they can get theirs at geargrappler.com! If you 

would like to see a directions for use video showing the various uses of product, go to gear grappler.com. 

Disclaimer 

This product is not intended to lift or otherwise have a force applied to exceed 25 pounds. The user of the gear 

grappler accepts any and all responsibility and liability when using this product. The gear grappler should never 

be used to support the weight of a human and should obviously never be thrown at another individual. Special 

care should be given when using product to grapple tree limbs; user should be ready for the potential of gear 

grappler slipping loose and becoming a projectile. Never pull product in directly towards your face. The maker of 

this product, seller of this product and therefore anyone involved with bringing the gear grappler to life will not 

be liable for any injury resulting directly from or indirectly from the use of the gear grappler. Injuries include but 

are not limited to the loss of an eye, impalement, cuts, falls or even death. When hunting from a treestand one 

should always exercise caution and should always wear a fall restraint system of some sort. Caution should also 

be given when using the gear grappler and common sense should always be used. Simpson Outdoors LLC and no 

one associated with bringing the gear grappler to market will be held responsible for items dropped while using 

the gear grappler; we are hereby relieved of any and all liability involved with the use of the gear grappler. 


